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PREFACE 
� worked for the Group Consulting Services Department 
of the Hongkong Bank Group Head Office for seven years 
until December 1988 when � was seconded to the USA Area 
Management Office in New York to assist them in setting up 
an Internal Consulting Department. During my s e c o n d m e n t ,� 
conducted a number of projects including the Centralization 
of Purchasing Study which is the most significant 
achievement of our Department. This study took me two 
months to complete, with the assistance of two analysts. 
The study report recommends setting up a Centralized 
Purchasing Group to handle purchases within New York City 
which will result in considerable savings. All 
recommendations were accepted by Senior Management and 
implementation was in progress. 
On my return to Hong Kong in November 1989, � 
proposed to Dr. Danny Wong, my Research Tutor, that I use 
my Centralization of Purchasing Study as the basis for my 
Business Research Report. � was most delighted that it was 
accepted by Dr. Wong. 
� wish to express my sincere gratitude to Dr. Wong 
for his valuable advices and comments on the preparation of 
this report. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation USA, 
there are no standard policies or procedures for purchasing 
stationery, computer, office equipment and furniture. 
Purchase order forms are raised, numbered and monitored by 
various areas within the organization allowing staff 
members to use their own discretion when placing an order 
thereby contributing to an overall lack of control 
concerning product type and costs. All invoices received 
by Accounts Payable are paid regardless of 
Officer/Supervisors signature as expenditure limits of 
authorized personnel are not clearly defined. 
There are no guidelines for selecting vendors. 
Purchasing is directed through several hundred companies 
thereby losing discounts that could be obtained if items 
were bulk purchased from a few selected distributors. 
Staff members expend time in the vendor selection process 
thus affecting their normal workload. 
Approval is not always sought on new or replacement 
items exceeding USD2,000 as instructed in Group Instruction 
Manual. Equipment standards and guidelines established by 
Group Head Office are not always followed. 
New York Retail Branches maintain their own vendor 
files and purchasing procedures. Cashiers checks are 
issued for invoices received at the branches therefore 
Accounts Payable is bypassed in the payment process. 
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The estimated annual expense for stationery, bank 
forms, computer and office equipment and furniture for the 
New York Operations for January 1989 to December 1989 is 
approximately USD4,401,000. 
This report recommends a Centralized Purchasing 
Group, consisting of two purchasing agents, to be located 
in the Area Management Office to establish control of 
purchasing for all Officers in New York. Their 
responsibility would basically entail allocating all 
Purchase Orders to vendors upon receipt of properly 
approved requisitions. Standard purchasing procedures and 
authorized expenditure limits would be maintained and 
monitored. Considering the technical nature of computer 
equipment, Technical Services will retain responsibility 
for the purchasing of computer hardware and software but 
purchasing of computer consumables will be transferred to 
the Centralized Purchasing Group. 
Vendor selection with the exception of computer 
equipment, will be the responsibility of the Centralized 
Purchasing Group with the assistance from Marine Midland 
Bank's Purchasing Group (MMBPG). By utilizing MMBPG's 
approved vendors and purchasing power, Hongkong Bank can 
receive similar discounts. Computer Equipment vendor 
selection will be the responsibility of Technical Services 
with limited assistance from Centralized Purchasing. when 
possible, Technical Services should use Marine Miciland 
V 
Bank‘s vendors to take advantage of volume discounts 
especially for purchasing Personal Computers. 
This report recommends a stockless stationery system 
where one vendor be contracted to supply New York Operation 
basic requirements. All stationery supplies will be stored 
in the vendor's warehouse and a checklist of stationery 
items will be issued to the user departments for ordering 
purposes. Items required that are not on this list will 
either be replaced with a standard item or ordered from a 
vendor by Centralized Purchasing through a non-standard 
item purchasing requisition. 
Payments will be effected by Accounts Payable after 
proper invoice approval has been obtained. Invoices or 
Purchase Orders not approved by the Centralized Purchasing 
Group or Technical Services will be rejected. 
Staff in general, will save valuable productive time 
as they will no longer be involved in the vendor selection 
process. Technical Services staff will not be concerned 
with the purchase and distribution of computer consumables 
to various areas. Accounts Payable‘s invoice paying 
workload will be reduced by dealing with fewer vendors, 
consolidated billings and more standard billing cycles. 
By centralizing the purchasing activity and 
monitoring expenditure guidelines, there will be an 
estimated USD354,000 annual savings (8% of annual expense) 
for" purchasing stationery, forms, computer, office 
equipment and furniture for the New York Region. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1•1 The Organization of the Hongkong Bank in USA 
The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd 
(HSBC), the major commercial bank of the Group, 
operates a total of fourteen branches in the USA, 
eight in New York State and six in six other 
States. There are one full facility Main Office 
(i.e. New York Office, NYK) and seven Retail 
Branches within New York City. The USA Area 
Management Office (AMU), to which all USA branches 
report, is also situated in New York City. 
The Group also has a fully owned subsidiary,in New 
York State - the Marine Midland Bank (MMB)• MMB 
operates some 400 branches, majority of which are 
in Up-State New York. In terms of scale of 
operation, MMB is significantly larger than HSBC 
in New York. Both Banks are mostly independent at 
present, with more cooperation and merge of 
operations being planned and implemented. 
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1 • 2 Background to the Study 
There are no set policies or procedures for 
purchasing stationery, computer equipment, office 
equipment and furniture within HSBC. Purchase 
orders are raised and monitored by various 
Branches and Departments, allowing staff members 
to use their own discretion when placing an order. 
Purchasing is directed through several hundred 
companies thereby losing discounts that could be 
obtained if items were bulk purchased from a few 
selected distributors. 
In the Strategic Plan, it was mentioned that HSBC 
should utilize any economy-of-scale of ordering 
through MMB, which is a significant purchaser of 
goods and services. 
Internal Consulting Department was commissioned, to 
undertake this Study as a high priority. 
1. 3 Obiectives 
The main objectives of this Study are as follows: 
1. To review the policy and procedures for 
purchasing stationery, forms, computer 
equipment, office equipment and furniture in 
New York. 
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2. To evaluate the feasibility and cost 
advantages of centralizing the purchasing 
function. 
3. To recommend suitable organization structure, 
procedures and control under a centralized 
environment. 
1•4 Methodology _ 
Information was collected mainly through 
interviews with key staff of AMU, Branches, MMB. 
In addition, quotations were obtained from 
selected vendors in order to estimate the 
potential savings. 
The specific tasks of the study as agreed with 
Management are listed below: 
1. Discuss the study with VP Services AMU and 
AVP Administration NYK to obtain background 
information relevant to this assignment. 
2. Schedule a series of interviews with key AMU, 
NYK and selected branch staff members to 
obtain the following information: 
- D e t a i l s of present purchase order 
procedures and workflow. 
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一 Requisition forms and information used to 
generate purchases. 
-Methods of selection of vendors. 
- M a j o r vendors used by the Bank. 
- - T o t a l annual expenses on office equipment 
forms and stationery. 
一 Costs of some typical office qiiipment, 
一 forms and stationery items. 
一 Present inventory status and distribution. 
3. Identify weaknesses and areas that require 
improvements for the present purchasing 
system. 
4. Contact MMB staff to obtain the following 
information: 
-Purchasing forms and expense allocation 
systems. 
- L i s t of vendors and process used to 
evaluate vendors. 
一 Cost advantages for Hongkong Bank to 
purchase through MMB. 
- C o s t s of some typical office equipment, 
forms and stationery items. 
5. Evaluate the feasibility and cost 
effectiveness of centralization against 
decentralization. 
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6. If centralized purchasing is recommended, 
devise detailed recommendations on the 
following: 
- W h a t items should be centralized. 
一 What items are to be purchased through MMB. 
- H o w to select makes of merchandise and 
vendors. 
一 Procedures for approval of purchases. 
-Procedures for ordering and delivery. 
-Procedures for authorizing invoices and 
payment. 
- D e s i g n of requisition and other forms. 
7. Estimate the potential savings of centralized 
purchasing if possible. 
8. Discuss the findings and recommendations with 
VP and Manager Services and AVP 
Administration. 
9. Prepare a report detailing the findings and 
recommendations. 
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2. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CENTRALIZATION OF 
PURCHASING 
Centralization of purchasing function is the 
practice of having the responsibilities of setting 
major purchasing policies, processing and 
controlling purchase orders initiated by the 
— users. On the contrary, decentralization occurs 
where the purchasing decision making and the order 
processing rests on the Managers of individual 
units. 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
centralization in comparison with decentralization 
of purchasing? They may be listed as follows: 
2•1 Advantages of Centralization 
- It provides better control over the 
purchasing decision and expenditure initiated 
by the Managers of individual units. It also 
ensures adherence to laid-down policies. 
- More favourable terms can be obtained from 
suppliers because of bulk purchasing. 
一 Common standards for purchased items can be 
implemented throughout the organization. 
This is particularly vital in the areas of 
computer equipment where compatibility is 
essential and forms format to ensure uniform 
procedures. 
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一 The employment of highly qualified purchasing 
experts may be justified because of the 
combined purchasing volume. 
一 The possible centralization of stockholding 
may reduce the total stock level and storage 
space requirements as compared with a 
decentralized stockholding system. 
- The procedures for ordering and payment can 
be standardized. 
一 Staff of individual units do not need to 
spend time on evaluation of products and 
vendors. 
- Relationship and co-ordination with suppliers 
will be improved as they will mainly deal 
with one central body. 
2.2 Disadvantages of Centralization 
- Control can become autocratic and inflexible. 
一 The requirement to route all purchasing 
orders through a central controlling body may 
cause delay in acquiring the items. 
- More administrative paperwork will be created 
between the users and the control body. 
- It can lead to frustration where members of 
staff are unable to use their discretion but 
are forced to stick to inflexible rules. 
- The standardized models and designs may not 
meet the specific needs of some users. 
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2.3 Comments 
Completely centralized and completely 
decentralized purchasing function are very 
uncommon. The most effective and convenient 
practice — is for there to be a combination of the 
two, the degree to which an organization leans 
towards one or the other depending very largely 
upon the scale of operations and volume of 
purchasers. 
For a large organization with a significant volume 
of purchases, the advantages of centralization are 
overwhelming. The setting up of a centralized 
purchasing body can easily be justified by the 
bulk order discounts and improved control over 
expenditure. On the other hand, decentralization 
is more suitable to a small organization where 
unit Managers can have more autonomy to meet their 
own specific needs. 
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3. PRESENT PURCHASING SYSTEMS IN THE MAJOR COMMERCIAL 
BANKS WITHIN THE GROUP 
3•1 The Marine Midland Bank in New York 
The purchasing function in MMB is centralized and 
controlled by the Corporate Purchasing Department 
with trained purchasing staff located in Buffalo, 
New York. The present system for purchasing 
different categories of items are described in the 
following sections. 
3.1.1 Office Stationery and Forms 
The Corporate Purchasing Department selects 
standard vendors for each region. They regularly 
investigate and negotiate with vendors on prices, 
service and quality, and update the approved 
vendor list as necessary. 
The approved vendors maintain a list of standard 
items that the users may order. 
Branches/Departments can only order standard items 
from the approved vendors. The vendors refer any 
requests other than the standard items to the 
Purchasing Group for evaluation. 
3.1.2 Computer and Office Equipment 
The Corporate Purchasing Department also controls 
the purchasing of all computer and office 
equipment. 
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This department consists of several specialised 
individuals with each individual assigned to 
ordering specific types of equipment. Purchasing 
commitments for equipment may only be made by 
these individuals upon receipt of a properly 
approved requisition. 
Corporate Purchasing is responsible for 
identifying potential vendors based on their 
ability/competency to perform. They are 
responsible for initial contacts with potential 
vendors. Vendor selection and purchase 
commitments are normally made on the basis of the 
lowest possible overall cost consistent with 
quality, delivery, and service requirements, long 
term supply assurance and existing contractual 
obligations. 
Requisitioners are responsible for completing 
purchase requisitions with information on goods or 
services being requested, requirements, names and 
addresses of recommended vendors, and obtaining 
necessary approvals before forwarding the 
requisition to the Corporate Purchasing 
Department. 
3.1.3 Office Furniture 
The Facilities Procurement area in their Corporate 
Properties Management Department is responsible 
for purchases of all materials, supplies, services 
and equipment required for the establishment, 
operation and maintenance of MMB building/ 
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properties. They maintain a set of Corporate 
Design Standards for office furniture which are 
based on the models of the selected suppliers. 
All requests for office furniture and construction 
work must be directed to the Facilities 
Procurement area. 
3 • 2 The Hongkoncf and Shanghai Banking Corporation in 
Hong- Kong 
Similar to MMB, the purchasing function in Hong 
Kong is largely centralized. The procedures for 
ordering various categories of item differ and are 
described below. 
3.2.1 Office Stationery and Forms 
The Bank has a 90% owned Printing Company who 
produces most of the forms and maintains stock of 
basic stationery items for the Bank. Branches and 
departments send requests for forms and stationery 
direct to this company who only supplies standard 
items to the users. 
For more expensive or uncommon stationery items 
not supplied by the Printing Company, users direct 
the requests to Administration Department with 
full details of the items (e.g. make, model, 
supplier). 
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Upon receipt of a request, Administration 
Department may either place an order accordingly 
or propose a better alternative for user 
consideration. If the model and supplier are not 
specified, Administration Department will select 
on user behalf. 
The Group Consulting Services Department designs 
and controls all forms being used in Hong Kong. 
They are responsible for designing new forms and 
amending existing designs in order to achieve 
standardization throughout the Hong Kong 
operation. Artworks of standard forms are 
prepared by Group Consulting Services and supplied 
to the Printing Company for production. 
3.2.2 Computer and Office Equipment 
Various departments in Technical Services Division 
are responsible for evaluating computer hardware 
and software and selecting vendors. With the 
exception of personal computer systems, all 
computer systems are planned, designed and 
developed by Technical Services where there are 
rarely any purchasing decisions at the user 
level. Users must direct request for PC equipment 
to Office Automation Department who maintains a 
list of standard software, hardware and vendors. 
Having evaluated that the requested system is 
justified, Office Automation place an order on 
user behalf. 
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Group Consulting Services evaluates and selects 
office equipment models and vendors. Equipment 
evaluation reports recommending standard models 
are regularly updated and sent to Administration 
Department. 
All requests for Office equipment must be sent to 
Administration Department who will place orders 
according to the standard models recommended by 
Group Consulting Services. Any requests for items 
other than the standards will be passed to Group 
Consulting Services for evaluation and 
justification. 
3.2.3 Office Furniture 
Administration Department is also responsible for 
the purchasing of office furniture. With the 
exception of the Headquarter Building, there is no 
standard design for furniture. Administration 
selects models and vendors on a case by case 
basis. 
For establishment of a new office and installation 
of new furniture of a significant scale, the 
Bank‘s wholly owned Properties Management Company 
will be in charge. They are responsible for 
designing office layout and selecting furniture. 
However, orders for the new furniture are placed 
through Administration• 
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4. PURCHASING OF OFFICE STATIONERY AND FORMS IN HONGKONG 
BANK NEW YORK 
4•1 Findings 
4.1.1 Present Ordering Procedures -
There is no single responsible area or definitive 
procedure in place with regard to purchasing office 
stationery supplies and forms. 
NYK Administration maintains a stockroom in NYK for 
housing these items which is utilized by NYK 
departments and AMU at 140 Broadway. However, many 
individuals including AMU officers, procure their 
supplies through their own vendors. 
When a particular item is required, a requisition is 
prepared and forwarded to the stockroom clerk. It is 
impossible for NYK Administration to comprehensively 
verify signatures on requisitions as they do not have 
a listing of authorized signatories with their 
limits. 
The orders are filled Tuesdays and Thursdays off the 
shelves and the requisitioner is called to pick up 
his/her supplies. Items not in stock are ordered by 
the Supervisor of Central Files, who contacts several 
vendors, then completes a Purchase Order (P.O.). The 
P.O. is typed with a sequential number, listing the 
item, quantity, price and the vendor for the 
purchase. The P.O. is forwarded to the AVP 
Administration NYK for review and authorization and 
then mailed to the vendor. 
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Flow chart for the above procedures is shown on 
Exhibit 4.1.1. 
Listed below are several categories of items ordered 
by NYK Administration and stored there: 
Binders Business Cards Desk Accessories 
Envelopes FAX Paper Folders 
Forms Letterhead Stationery Ribbons 
Pads Pens Zerox Paper 
Sundries Toner 
There are many methods of ordering office stationery 
(i.e., pads, pens, business cards, etc) and forms 
(i.e., deposit slips, letterhead, etc.) besides 
requisitioning the NYK stockroom. Several instances 
were identified where stationery supplies were paid 
for by Petty Cash Vouchers. Some of these petty 
cash vouchers were over the USD2 0 petty cash limit. 
Two instances were documented of reimbursements 
through Travel and Expense Vouchers. Listed in 
Appendix 1 are some examples of what stationery 
items were bought outside the present purchase order 
system and over the petty cash limit. 
Technical Services (TSV) EDP Operations area is 
responsible for ordering the majority of Personal 
Computer diskettes and computer paper/forms or 
computer consumables. No procedures are in place to 
identify vendors or monitor the invoice process. 
EDP Operations has their own set of Purchase Order 
numbers and a number is assigned to each written 
purchase order which is signed/approved by VP 
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Operations and Telecommunications. In many 
instances, these Purchase Orders were for over 
USD2,000. There were no written purchasing limits 
for TSV staff at the beginning of this study. 
NYK Retail branches use several vendors for 
stationery supplies. In a majority of cases, 
Branches paid list prices for their items and no 
discounts were received. Purchase order numbers 
were not issued to the vendors and many of the 
orders were placed by a phone call to the vendor 
only. 
4.1.2 Present Receipt and Payment Procedures 
When NYK Administration receives an invoice, they 
ensure that the itein(s) has been received by 
matching the invoice with the packing slips. The 
AVP Administration NYK signs "OK to Pay" and 
sends the invoice to Accounts Payable. If the 
item is not to be paid because of non-receipt of 
goods, the invoice is held and the vendor is 
contacted until the item(s) is received. All 
items ordered for the stockroom are charged back 
by Financial Control's MIS group to all 
departments on a headcount basis. Detailed 
procedures are given in the flow chart in Exhibit 
4.1.2. 1 
EDP Operations, when an invoice is received, 
verifies whether the items have been delivered. 
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The invoice is signed by the VP "OK to Pay" 
listing the RC code and then sent to AMU Accounts 
Payable for payment. The costs for these 
consumable supplies are debited to the TSV EDP 
Operations Stationery Account and then indirectly 
distributed among the user departments through 
computer transaction charges. 
NYK Retail branches pay their own stationery 
vendors by cashiers check and debit the branch 
stationery account. No invoices were paid by 
Accounts Payable for any of the branches except 
the M i l s relating to inicrof ilm supplies and 
processing. There is no procedure in place to 
ensure that the goods have been delivered before 
payment is made. 
At the beginning of this study, AMU Accounting 
paid vendor invoices that were signed "Okay to 
Pay" by any level including Staff Officer and 
above. There is no consistent way to make sure 
goods are received from the vendor before approval 
of invoices for payment. There are also no 
limits/guidelines on approving vendor invoices for 
payment at AMU Accounting. AMU Accounting will 
debit the requesting departments code if there 
is no code written on the invoice • 
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4.1.3 Major Vendors 
The Hongkong Bank has utilized so many vendors that 
no major discounts have been received as no one 
vendor has been given a sizeable volume order. The 
following is a list of the main vendors used for 
office supplies: 
Crown Halpers ISE 
_ Japan Pulp/Paper Karr Kroll 
MCS Business Minolta Penn Office Supply 
UARCO UBS Royce 
Skill Graphics 
The following is a list of major vendors utilized 
for forms: 
Craftsmen Exec U Forms 
Jannus Marien 
Mister Quick Print Paper Phone 
RAV Secure Business Forms 
4.1.4 Inventory 
The NYK stockroom maintains a working supply of 
items to be distributed. There are no inventory 
cards nor listing of items and the volumes stored. 
Forms are kept on shelves in the stockroom in 
non-numerical order making them difficult to 
locate. 
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Several vendors have Hongkong Bank forms 
warehoused in large quantities. In some instsinces 
warehousing charges are being levied to store 
these forms. A listing of forms and volumes that 
are warehoused can be found in Appendix 2. This 
listing should be reviewed to determine those 
forms that are now obsolete. 
TSV EDP Operations maintains a closet where they 
keep their supply of computer paper and diskettes 
for distribution to TSV and other departments. 
Access is only available to EDP Operations staff. 
No register for incoming or outgoing inventory nor 
records of department usage are kept. 
Many departments keep their own inventory of 
stationery and forms. NYK Imports/Exports has 
open shelves with access available to all staff. 
Autopay Centre has a storage closet where supplies 
are kept. TSV has a supply closet in their 
conference room where stationery items are 
stored. Many other departments have supply 
closets where basic supplies are kept (i.e. pens, 
pads, and folders)• In many cases, these 
stationery supplies are not controlled by a 
designated person for distribution. The 
departmental ordering of supplies is usually 
assigned to one person, specifically a clerk or 
secretary, who decides the number of items to be 
ordered. 
香 港 中 文 大 學 B ) 肯 你 藏 肯 
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The condition of the NYK stockroom has improved 
from being an autonomous area, run by a 
stockkeeper/clerk, to a more organized and 
controlled area under the AVP Administration NYK. 
This area at one time dealt with over twenty 
vendors making it difficult to negotiate for any 
volume discounts or control the costs of 
supplies. Many of the forms in the stockroom are 
obsolete and other forms were over ordered. 
Delivery of stationery and forms from the NYK 
stockroom to 140 Broadway has been inconsistent. 
Small orders are delivered by messenger and large 
orders are sent via a rented delivery truck 
service. In discussing this situation with AMU 
staff, no one individual was responsible for 
ordering supplies. There is no stockroom to store 
bulky supplies like AMU envelopes, pens, pads, 
etc. 
4.1.5 Annual Expenses 
The estimated annual expenses for purchases of 
stationery office supplies and forms for January -
December 1989 is approximately USDl,326,000• This 
includes AMU, NYK and New York Branches with a 
staff total of 517. For other branches outside 
the New York area, the annual expense is 
USD235,000. 
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The figure estimated for 1989 is slightly lower 
than what might be expected. This is due to large 
bulk purchases in 1988. During this first 
half-year, many items were distributed from the 
stockroom shelves and no new items were being 
ordered. 
The expenses can be broken down on a percentage 
basis into the following categories: 
EDP Operations Stationery 34.3% 
Forms/Letterhead 31.7% 




PC Consumables 0.8% 
Zerox Paper 0.8% 
Business Cards 0.5% 
Memo Pads 0.4% 
Rubber Stamps 0.1% 
4•2 Recommendations 
4.2.1 Standard Stationery Items 
These items are most often used by all staff 
members and should be made readily available to 
them by a checklist requisition. A list of these 
items was developed from requisitions and 
inventory of the NYK stockroom and is shown in 
Appendix 3, 
2 2 
• 1 Ordering Procedures 
A one year contract with one vendor (see 
Section 4.2.1.4 for recommended vendor) for 
standard stationery supplies with a one year 
renewal option clause is recommended. This 
includes a stockless inventory where the 
vendor acts as our supply room maintaining 
the inventory at their warehouse. The vendor 
agrees to supply Hongkong Bank on receipt of 
notice (within 24—48 hours) of any items or 
groups of items that would otherwise be 
carried in NYK‘s supply room. Under this 
type of agreement, a requisitioner can order 
directly from the vendor without going 
through Purchasing under guidelines 
established in this report for standard 
stationery items. 
The vendor will adjust his inventory to 
Hongkong Bank‘s usage pattern to maintain a 
quick delivery turnaround. In some emergency 
situations, a delivery can be made same day 
within 3 1/2 hours. 
The contracted stationery vendor will develop 
an easy to use checklist similar to the one 
shown in Appendix 4 for standard stationery 
items. A descriptive catalog to identify all 
items on the checklist will also be supplied. 
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The vendor will be provided with the 
Responsibility Centre (RC) numbers of each 
department and branch before implementation 
of this programme. In this way, all 
departments/branches can be identified 
correctly and the costs charged back to the 
users. These chargeback codes will be placed 
directly on the checklist. 
Each department will be supplied with 
pre-numbered checklists which will serve as 
requisition forms. The requisitioner should 
complete the checklist in the following 
manner: 
Step 1 - Write department/branch name and 
RC number on checklist. 
Step 2 - Write order quantities of items 
on checklist. Refer to vendor's 
catalog as necessary. 
Step 3 一 Get authorized signature for 
approval of expenditure as shown 
in Section 7.2. 
Step 4 — Distribute copies of checklist as 
follows: 
1. Original Copy - Forward to 
vendor 
2. Vendor Copy - Forward to 
vendor 
3. Requisitioner Copy - Retain 
for follow up 
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Copies of the checklist requisition will be 
forwarded to the vendor by pick up service, 
mail or through the Centralized Purchasing 
Group. 
Vendor Procedures 
Upon receipt of Copies 1 and 2 of the 
checklist, the vendor will ship the items in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of 
the contract pricing agreement. It will also 
be the vendor's responsibility to verify that 
the checklist is approved by an authorized 
individual, as designated in Section 7.2 of 
this report. A listing and specimen 
signatures of authorized staff will be sent 
to the vendor by the Centralized Purchasing 
Group. 
The vendor will reject any orders without 
proper authorization or where the RC numbers 
do not match with the department/branch names 
to the attention of the Centralized 
Purchasing Group for investigation. 
The checklist requisition copies will be time 
stamped indicating the date received by the 
vendor. The vendor will apply a sales order 
requisition number to the purchase 
requisition for internal purposes. 
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The vendor completes the packing of the order 
and provides a packing slip with the shipment 
for each requisition. The packing slip will 
be unpriced and will identify each 
requisition item contained in the shipment. 
If there is more than one package for the 
order, the vendor will mark each package with 
his own requisition numbers. Please refer to 
the flow chart on Exhibit 4.2.1.1. 
• 2 Delivery and Receipt 
One copy of the packing slip will always be 
visible on the outside of the packages to 
assist in the delivery to the proper 
receiving destination. The requisitioner may 
not always be the receiver listed on the 
packing slip. The receiver will check the 
package(s) to be certain that the material 
received corresponds with the information 
contained on the vendor's packing 
slip/acceptance document. 
If items are not received within 3 business 
days or the packing slip is incorrect, the 
requestor should contact the Centralized 
Purchasing Group for follow-up. 
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All correct packing slips should be signed 
acknowledging receipt of goods by the 
receiver. The packing slip should then be 
sent to Centralized Purchasing Group for 
confirmation of receipt and vendor payment. 
• 3 Payinent Procedures 
Twice a month the vendor will provide 
Centralized Purchasing with a summary invoice 
in duplicate for items purchased. This 
invoice will list items purchased by 
different cost centers separately. Each 
department will be charged directly for the 
supplies that they order. Centralized 
Purchasing will verify the invoice received 
by matching up the packing slips sent by the 
users. The invoice will be signed by the 
Purchasing Group within their limit (see 
Section 7.2). If over their limit, it will 
go to the VP Manager Services AMU for 
authorization for payment. A signed copy 
will be sent to Accounts Payable who will 
issue one check to the vendor and debit the 
various cost centers the amounts listed on 
the invoices. The other copy will be filed 
in Centralized Purchasing. Please refer to 
the flow chart on Exhibit 4.2.1.3. 
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Quarterly or as needed, the vendor will 
provide Purchasing a summary of the 
requisitions and total dollar amount for each 
cost center. They will list the frequency 
of ordering and the total dollar amount for 
each item. See Appendix 5 for example of 
Stationery Usage Reports to be provided by 
the vendor. 
• 4 Vendor Selection 
After comparing the prices of about one 
hundred items from several vendors, we 
recommend that New Jersey Office Supply fNJOS) 
be our sole vendor for basic stationery items 
(ie those on the requisition checklist)• 
NJOS is also the stationery vendor for MMB 
who considers that their quality of service 
has been satisfactory. A comparison of other 
vendors with NJOS is shown in Appendix 6. 
The advantages of using New Jersey Office 
Supply are: 
一 34.2% savings on office supplies based on 
previous usage and prices 
- M a j o r account discounts on all items 
-Control over ordering process 
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一 24-48 hour delivery upon receipt of request 
一 Emergency delivery response under 3 1/2 
hours 
一 Invoice Summaries and Analysis 
一 Contract Prices 
一 Nationwide Pricing 
-Elimination of stock keeping for office 
supplies _ 
By using NJOS, Hongkong Bank's Corporate 
Branches outside New York can also get the 
same pricing structure for stationery 
supplies. This can be accomplished by 
utilizing NJOS's network, American Office 
Products Distributors (AOPD). Branches out 
of state can use local AOPD vendors and be 
guaranteed the same price as all New York 
Offices. AOPD vendors are located in all 
cities where our Corporate Branches operate. 
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4.2.2 Non-standard Stationery 工terns and Forms 
Items not on the checklist requistion and bank 
forms will be referred to as "non-standard 
stationery items and forms". These items will be 
ordered by the Centralized Purchasing Group and 
consist of the following categories: 
-Business/Calling Cards 
_ — Bank Forms 
- G r e e n b a r Computer Paper 
- M e m o Desk Pads 
一 Ribbons and printwheels not on vendor 
checklist 
-Stationery Items not on vendor Checklist 
- T o n e r for Copy Machines 
We recommend that NYK Stationery Supervisor should 
identify obsolete forms in the vendors‘ warehouse 
and NYK Stockroom. Copies of those forms should 
be sent to the users for confirmation, so that 
recycling or destruction procedures may commence. 
• 1 Ordering Procedures 
We recoimend that the ordering of 
non-standard stationery items and all AMU, 
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NYK and NYK Retail Branch forms be directed 
to the Centralized Purchasing Group via the 
use of purchase requistions. This Group 
will be responsible to review the request and 
to verify that the appropriate approval 
authority has been obtained. They will also 
select vendors, and issue Purchase Orders 
(P.O.), so as to minimize costs and forms 
inventory levels. 
The proposed requisition form is shown in 
Appendix 7. The following information must be 
included: 
1. RC code to be charged 
2• Name of individual receiving merchandise 
3• Adequate description of goods 
4• Date required 
5. Signature Approval for expenditures 
The requisitioner completes the purchase 
requisition with the above information and 
sends it to the Central Purchasing Group via 
interoffice mail, messenger, FAX machine or 
US Mail. If forms are being requested, the 
form number should be listed on the 
requisition and a copy of the form attached. 
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The Centralized Purchasing Group will review 
the signature for approval of the expenditure 
and reject any requistions not properly 
authorized as stated in Section 7.2. 
They will reject requests for non-standard 
items that are just substitutes for items 
_ already on the standard checklist or 
non-standard items that are not considered 
justified. 
The Centralized Purchasing Group will select 
a vendor as discussed in Section 4.2.2.4 and 
complete a Purchase Order. 
A purchase order register will be maintained 
with the following details: 
- P . O . sequential number 
一 Name of requesting individual 
-Shipping Address 
- V e n d o r and address 
-Approximate Cost 
-Approving Authority 
- C o s t Center or RC code 
- D a t e P.O. issued 
一 Date of Delivery 
一 Date invoice sent to Accounts Payable 
for payment 
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All information from the requisition will be 
placed on the P.O. and signed by the 
Centralized Purchasing Group staff within 
their authority limit as defined in Section 
7.2. If it is over their limit, they will go 
to the VP and Manager Services AMU. The 
Purchase Order is the bank‘s commitment 
document with the vendor. 
The P.O. will then be sent to the vendor 
stating all the conditions of the item (ie 
quantity, type, etc), delivery address & 
date, and the price agreed upon by the 
vendor. The present P.O. fonn as shown in 
Appendix 8 should still be utilized. A copy 
will be kept in Centralized Purchasing's 
Files along with the requistion. No orders 
will be placed over the phone. Please refer 
to the flow chart on Exhibit 4.2.2.1. 
• 2 Delivery, Receipt and Storage 
Orders for non-standard stationery items and 
forms will be shipped directly to the 
requestor. 
To ensure continuous supply, Branches may 
wish to maintain stock of forms. It will be 
the Branch's responsibility to ensure that 
storage space is adequate and to replenish 
supply as inventory decreases. 
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The present NYK Stockroom (which is 
approximately 1160 square feet) will be 
utilized for NYK forms only, under the 
control of NYK Administration. After the 
elimination of stationery stock and obsolete 
forms, the room can be reduced to about 3 00 
square feet. NYK Administration should 
prepare a list of forms that should be 
stocked for NYK only and ensure that general 
NYK forms (e.g. envelopes, letterhead, memo ‘ 
forms, GL‘s) are replenished as stocked 
inventory decreases. 
The Centralized Purchasing Group will control 
inventory of stocked forms at 140 Broadway 
for AMU. The present stockroom at 140 
Broadway utilized for standard stationery 
items will in turn be utilized for forms. The 
Centralized Purchasing Group will track 
inventory of forms for AMU and will replenish 
as necessary. 
Forms for the New York Retail Branches will 
be shipped directly to the Branch. It will 
be the Branch‘s responsibility to ensure that 
storage space is adequate and to replenish 
the supply as inventory decreases. 
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Upon receipt of the goods the user should 
check the packing slip/receiving documents 
against the items received. The packing slip 
should be signed and sent to Centralized 
Purchasing to match up against the P.O.. All 
incorrect shipments should be brought to the 
attention of Purchasing to resolve with the 
vendor before payment is made. 
• 3 Payment 
All invoices will be directed to the 
Centralized Purchasing Group. The staff will 
verify the invoice by matching up the packing 
slips sent by the users, the purchase order 
• and requisition. The invoice will be signed 
by the Purchasing Group \«/ithin their limit if 
all obligations by the vendor have been 
fulfilled. The RC code to be debited will be 
placed on the invoice from the original 
requisition. 
A copy of the signed invoice will be kept in 
Centralized Purchasing Group‘s files and the 
P.O. number will be logged completed. The 
signed invoice will be sent to AMU Accounts 
Payable who will issue a check for the vendor 
and debit the cost center on the P.O.. 
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If an invoice is received by Purchasing 
without a packing slip, the requestor will be 
contacted to check on the delivery status. 
Please refer to the flow chart on Exhibit 
4.2.2.3. 
.4 Vendor Selection 
For items requested under USD5,000, 
Centralized Purchasing Group will contact 2-3 
vendors to get price quotes, and delivery 
dates. The vendor selection criteria will be 
best price, delivery date, and quality of 
service/product• 
For items over USDS,000 at least 3 vendors 
should be requested to submit written bids. 
If an order is not put out for bid, there 
must be documentation in the purchase order 
file as to why there was no bidding and why 
the vendor was chosen (ie Only Supplier, 
etc). 
The Centralized Purchasing Group will 
evaluate all bids submitted and select the 
vendor using the same criteria as for items 
under USDS,000. A purchase order will be 
completed as stated in Section 4.2.2.1. 
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UARCO is recommended to be Hongkong Bank's 
major vendor for Computer Greenbar Paper 14 
7/8" X 11" (see Appendix 9 for cost 
comparison between vendors)• UARCO is the 
manufacturer of Computer Paper as well as a 
supplier. Purchase requisitions for computer 
paper will go through the Centralized 
Purchasing Group via a purchase requisition. 
The advantages of using this vendor are 
listed below: 
- 3 0 . 5 % savings from present vendor 
- 2 4 hour delivery upon receipt of P.O. 
-Emergency delivery 
-Contract and quantity prices 
-Delivery direct to users 
-Invoices tailored to chargeback codes 
一 Nationwide distribution 
一 Reduced stock level in TSV storeroom 
MMB has an in-house print shop located at 
Buffalo which can produce simple forms (i.e. 
flat printing) at below market rates. MMB 
facilities should be used as far as possible, 
despite their slower delivery. MMB's vendors 
are also recommended for business cards, 
envelopes, memo pads and rubber stamps. The 
requests will be made by the Centralized 
Purchasing Group to MMB purchasing staff via 
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a Marine Midland Bank requistion form. The 
cost savings are excellent (e.g. Hongkong 
Bank paid USD74 for 500 Business Cards, MMB 
paid USD10.50 for the same number of cards) 
but the delivery is over two weeks from 
receipt of request. 
Centralized Purchasing will route requests to 
MMB‘s using internal requisition forms and 
ensure the correct RC code has been debited 
via MMB internal chargeback system. 
By utilizing the recommended vendors and 
controlling purchasing through 
centralization, we estimate a minimum savings 
of USD321,000 (i.e. 24.2% of total annual 
expenses on stationery and forms)• This is 
based on a comparison between the prices paid 
for major items with the lower prices we can 
obtain from other vendors. 
Appendix 10 reflects the estimated 1989 
annual cost for stationery supplies for 
Branches out of New York State as USD235,250. 
If the centralized program is extended to 
these areas, a similar savings of 24.2% may 
also be realized amounting to an additional 
cost saving of USD57,000 to the Group. 
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5. COMPUTER AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
5.1 Findings 
• 1 Present Orderinc? Procedures 
Technical Services and NYK Administration are 
responsible for ordering computer and office 
equipment respectively for AMU, NYK and New 
York Retail Branches and in some instances 
for Branches outside New York (e.g. telephone 
service, PC equipment). 
Specifically, the following types of computer 
equipment and consumables fall under the 
responsibility of Technical Services: 
-Telecommunications handles the ordering of 
telecom equipment (i.e. telephone equipment 
and lines, fax machines). 
- S y s t e m s Engineering handles the ordering of 
mainframe, peripherals and terminals 
(including leasing). 
一 Office Automation handles the ordering of 
PC equipment, software, hardware and some 
PC related stationery supplies (i.e. 
templates, printer stands). 
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一 EDP Operations handles the ordering of 
computer paper, diskettes, and supplies 
related to the COM (Computer Output 
Microfiche) System. 
A Purchase Order (P.O.) register is 
maintained by the secretaries in Technical 
Services Department. The register is divided 
into groups (i.e. Office Automation, 
Telecommunications)• When a Purchase Order 
is required, the next available number in the 
register is utilized and the register is 
completed with details of where the P.O. is 
being sent and the initials of the person 
initiating the P.O.. Office Automation, 
Systems Engineering and EDP Operations no 
longer utilize the P.O. register maintained 
by TSV Secretaries as they maintain their own 
series of P.O. numbers. 
In most cases P.O. numbers are supplied to 
the vendor verbally when placing an order and 
then a form is typed indicating the number 
and details of what was ordered. In other 
instances P.O.'s are not typed at all (e.g. 
Office Automation verbally advises P.O. 
numbers without sending a hard copy of the 
P.O. to the vendor). P.O. numbers are not 
always taken in sequential order and register 
details are sometimes omitted. 
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The recent bulk purchase of PC equipment has 
been divided amongst various vendors and 
ordered at different times by Office 
Automation, thereby losing any discount that 
might have been realized in bulk ordering 
from one or two vendors. 
NYK Administration orders office equipment 
_ (e.g. typewriters, calculators, microfilm 
equipment, currency counters, time clocks, 
and photocopiers). They maintain their own 
series of Purchase Order numbers which are 
verbally advised when ordering over the phone 
and then followed by a typed Purchase Order 
form. 
NYK Administration receives written requests 
from AMU, NYK and on occasion from New York 
Retail Branches for office equipment advising 
what type of equipment is required. NYK 
Administration selects the vendor and then 
orders the equipment. When a request is 
received from a Retail Branch, NYK 
Administration will select the vendor and 
direct them to the Branch where the equipment 
is required. The Branch will then order the 
equipment directly from the vendor. On 
occasion the Branches ordered equipment from 
a vendor that they selected without the 
assistance of NYK Administration, possibly 
negating any opportunity to secure reduced 
pricing or bulk discounts. 
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New equipment and replacement computer and 
office equipment over USD2,000 are not always 
advised to Group Head Office (GHO) for 
approval prior to purchase nor after 
purchase. (e.g. FAX Machines, Microfiche 
Reader/Printer) 
There is confusion as to the interpretation 
of Group Instruction Manual Sections 27 and 
7 8 policy and procedures for ordering new 
equipment and replacing old equipment. Most 
areas are not familial� with GHO standards on 
equipment and therefore equipment is ordered 
that might not meet GHO requirement. 
.2 Present Payment Procedures 
When an invoice is received in Technical 
services for computer equipment, it is 
initialled with "OK TO PAY" by Supervisor 
level or higher and sent to Accounts Payable 
for payment. Invoices received in NYK 
Administration for office equipment are 
initialled with "OK TO PAY" by AVP 
Administration NYK and sent to Accounts 
Payable for payment. 
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When invoices are paid there is some 
inconsistency in the accounts to which the 
entries are posted (e.g. software is charged 
to computer equipment account and equipment 
^ is charged to software account). Accounts 
Payable is unaware of who had authority to 
approve invoices and paid any invoice, 
- regardless of who approved it. 
Branches ordering office equipment directly 
from a vendor pay their own bills with a 
Cashiers Check upon receipt of the invoice. 
The corresponding account relating to the 
item purchased is debited and Accounts 
Payable is not involved in the process. 
Expenditure limits and authorization 
approvals were unclear or unknown. Most 
AVP‘s believed their limit was USD2,000. 
.3 Mai or Vendors/Vendor Selection 
The major vendors used for purchasing 
computer and office equipment are listed 
below: 
ARC Electronics Datacom Nynex NY Telephone 
Computerland Unisys Kodak Panasonic 
Source One Intl Minolta IBM Businessland 
University Electric MCS Jannus Ready Data 
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When selecting a vendor, Office Automation, 
Systems Engineering, Telecommunications, and 
NYK Administration will place a few telephone 
calls to various vendors to inquire as to who 
can provide the best price, availability of 
the item, and maintenance and service. There 
are instances where the equipment must be 
purchased from a designated vendor (—e.g. 
Telecommunications orders from Nynex or N.Y. 
Telephone). 
Each area selects vendors they feel can meet 
the above requirements and will allocate most 
of their business to a vendor that they are 
most familial� with and have dealt with 
previously. Credit checks and Dun & 
Bradstreet requests are not performed for 
newly selected vendors nor are references 
requested. 
There were no formal bids sent to the vendors 
for competition in price quotes and therefore 
the areas responsible for ordering equipment 
could not provide us with comparisons on 
prices or concrete reasons for vendor 
selection. 
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• 4 Annual Expense 
The expense during Jan-June 1989 for 
purchases, rentals, leases and maintenance of 
computer hardware, software and office 
equipment is USDl,212,000 (i.e. an annualized 
expense of approximately USD2,424,000)• This 
figure includes AMU, NYK and New York Retail 
Branches. 
The breakdown by percentage of computer 
equipment, hardware and software and office 
equipment is comprised of the following: 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT NON PC 65% 
SOFTWARE NON PC 16% 
PC EQUIPMENT 7% 
PC SOFTWARE 4% 




5.2.1 Computer Equipment 
• 1 Centralization Of Computer Ecruipment 
Due to the technical expertise required to 
order computer equipment, all requests for 
computer equipment will be routed through AMU 
Technical Services. TSV will maintain one 
Purchase Order register to service all 
departments in TSV. Any other Purchase Order 
sent to a vendor for computer equipment will 
not be honored by Accounts Payable. 
• 2 Procedures 
Requests by departments or branches for 
computer equipment will be sent to the 
appropriate areas in Technical Services for 
evaluation and selection of the make and 
model prior to purchase. The request must be 
endorsed and approved following the 
guidelines in Section 7.2.1. It will be 
Technical Services‘ responsibility to ensure 
that the equipment selected adheres to Group 
Standards. 
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For computer equipment over USD2,000 
Technical Services will obtain approval from 
GHO prior to purchase (GIM Section 27.1). 
After approval has been received, TSV will 
complete a P.O. form and route the same to an 
appropriate vendor. The Purchase Order 
register maintained by Technical Services 
Secretaries will consist of one set of P.O. 
numbers to be assigned to all requests 
received from Technical Services staff. A 
P.O. register will be maintained in the same 
format as the P.O. register maintained by the 
Centralized Purchasing Group (Section 
4.2.2.1). 
TSV Secretaries will maintain copies of all 
P.O. forms issued in numerical order with an 
attached copy of the approved requisition for 
their records. 
EDP Operations will no longer be responsible 
for ordering diskettes and PC paper as they 
will become a standard stationery item and 
will be ordered following the procedures in 
Section 4.2.1. For green bar computer paper 
(a non standard stationery item) EDP should 
follow the user requesting procedures in 
Section 4.2.2. 
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Incoming invoices for billing computer 
equipment will be directed to the area in TSV 
who originated the ordering to ensure that 
the equipment received is in proper order and 
the items listed on the invoice have been 
received. The invoice will then be 
initialled by the appropriate signatories 
following the guidelines in Section 7.2.2. 
The invoice will be distributed to Technical 
Services Secretaries who will mark off the 
P.O. number in the register as to equipment 
received and then forward the invoice to 
Accounts Payable for payment. 
For computer equipment shipped directly to 
the user, they will forward the packing slip 
to TSV indicating that the equipment was 
received. If no packing slip is received it 
will be the user‘s responsibility to advise 
TSV in v^riting. 
Invoices for computer equipment sent to 
Accounts Payable that do not bear Technical 
Services approval will be rejected and sent 
back to the originating requestor. 
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.3 Vendors/Vendor Selection 
AMU Technical Services will be responsible 
for selecting an appropriate vendor. 
MMB‘s Purchasing Group should be consulted if 
there is any doubt on equipment selection, 
prices, or —vendor selection. MMB‘s approved 
vendors will allow Hongkong Bank to utilize 
offered discounts. 
For telecom cables, Marine Midland Bank has 
recommended "Anixter Rotelcom" who is a 
major supplier and an approved vendor. 
Hongkong Bank will be entitled to all 
discounts applicable to Marine Midland Bank 
through this vendor. A product catalog has 
been passed to Telecommunications and Systems 
Engineering for their perusal. 
After analyzing the cost comparisons and 
services available from several PC hardware 
and software vendors (Appendix 11) it is 
recommended that contracts be set up with PC 
hardware and PC software vendors to ensure 
that prices quoted and services offered are 
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consistent. The two vendors that we have 
selected (with assistance from Marine Midland 
Bank Purchasing Group) are Corporate Software 
(for PC Software) and Computer Factory (for 
PC Hardware). By utilizing these two 
distributors as major suppliers, Office 
Automation will no longer have to regularly 
involve in the vendor negotiation process. 
Corporate Software will be the sole 
distributor for purchasing PC software 
packages. They are the maj or vendor for 
Marine Midland Bank‘s New York locations and 
are highly recommended by both Marine Midland 
in Buffalo and Marine Midland Bank‘s New York 
Technical Department. The advantages of 
using Corporate Software are: 
一 30-50% discount off list price on all 
software 
packages 
- 16% savings on software cost compared to 
actual cost from Jan-Jun 89 
- Product Support Specialists for 
assistance on duty from 8:00 a.m. 一 8:00 
p.m. EST 
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一 No charge for support advice 
一 24-48 hour turnaround time on delivery 
- E m e r g e n c y requests can be Federal 
Expressed for same day delivery 
- Free evaluation -copies on software for 
testing 
一 Software can be shipped directly to 
hardware vendor.for installation 
一 Training classes available for software 
packages 
- Product Seminars every two months 
- M o n t h l y reports (Tech Notes) issued on 
questions and answers to problems 
related to software 
- Purchase activity reports 
A contract with Corporate Software will 
entitle Hongkong Bank guaranteed prices on 
software packages for up to one year. A 
thirty day advance notice will be provided on 
any price changes. Corporate Software is 
aware of our concern on policies and 
procedures for controlling purchasing and 
will reject any unauthorized requests 
advising TSV accordingly. 
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Computer Factory will be the sole vendor for 
purchasing PC hardware equipment v/ith the 
exception of the AST equipment, as they are 
not a supplier for AST's. The advantages of 
_ using Computer Factory are: 
一 32% discount off list price on all 
hardware packages 
一 10% savings on hardware cost compared to 
actual cost 
for Jan-Jun 89 
- Set prices on hardware equipment 
一 8 hour response time service 
- Authorized IBM Dealer 
一 Networking Systems 
一 Training Centers 
- Customized Purchasing Reports 
一 Technical Support Groups 
By setting up a contract with Computer 
Factory, Hongkong Bank will be entitled to 
all discounts applicable to Marine Midland 
Bank. There will be set prices on hardware 
equipment and a 30 day advance notice will be 
provided on any price change. 
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Computer Factory is aware of our concern on 
policies and procedures for controlling 
purchasing and will reject any unauthorized 
requests advising TSV accordingly. 
We have also considered Daily Business 
Products as our PC hardware vendor who can 
supply both IBM and AST equipment at prices 
comparable to Computer Factory. However, 
based on the Dun & Bradstreet report, their 
financial status is uncertain and their 
reputation in the market is unknown. 
.4 Standards of Computer Ecraipment 
Technical Services will be responsible for 
ensuring that all computer equipment 
purchased conforms with GHO standards. It 
will be at the discretion of TSV to reject 
requests for nonstandard computer equipment 
and replace the item with a comparable model 
that is GHO standard. 
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5.2.2 Office Equipment 
.1 Centralization of Office Ecruipment 
It is recommended that all requests for 
- office equipment from AMU, NYK and New York 
Retail Branches be routed through AMU 
Centralized Purchasing Group. 
• 2 Procedures 
In order to standardize office equipment and 
to obtain better prices and maintenance 
service from vendors the following procedures 
should be adopted by AMU, NYK and New York 
Retail Branches: 
Equipment Ordering 
AMU ICS - will pass copies of 
Equipment Evaluation 
Reports/Purchasing Guides 
issued by GCS to the 
Centralized Purchasing 
Group. 
Purchasing — Review the Evaluation 
Reports/Purchasing Guides. 
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- U p d a t e the purchase and 
maintenance prices of the 
recommended make/models. 
- U p d a t e the details and 
costs of other make/models 
in case the recoimended 
_ make/model is not 
available. 
Branch - Prepare a Purchase 
Requisition and send it to 
the Centralized Purchasing 
Group. The Requisition 
should be approved by the 
Branch authorized person 
within his/her limit and 
include: 
-equipment (with make/model 
if any) 
- c a p a c i t y 
- s p e c i a l features required 
-justification, if any 
Purchasing - Select the recoimended 




- Send the proposal to AMU 
ICS if there is any doubt 
or if equipment cost is 
over USD2000. 
AMU ICS - Endorse the proposal if it 
is satisfactory or send it 
to GCS for advice. 
- Seek GCS‘s approval if the 
equipment is over USD2,000. 
Advise Centralized 
Purchasing when approved. 
For approved office equipment, . the 
Centralized Purchasing group will assign a 
P.O. number and route the P.O. to an 
appropriate vendor. A copy of the 
Requisition will be attached to the copy of 
the P.O. for Centralized Purchasing Group‘s 
records. 
Invoices relating to office equipment will be 
directed to the Centralized Purchasing 
Group. They will retain the invoice until 
the packing slip has been received from the 
user department establishing equipment 
receipt. The packing slip will be authorized 
by the Department Manager indicating that the 
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equipment was received and is in proper 
working order. The Centralized Purchasing 
Group will then sign the invoice in 
accordance with the guidelines in Section 
- — 7.2.2 and send it to Accounts Payable for 
payment. If no packing slip is received it 
will be the user's responsibility to inform 
_ the Centralized Purchasing Group in writing. 
Invoices for office equipment sent to 
Accounts Payable for payment that do not bear 
the Centralized Purchasing Group‘s approval 
will be rejected and sent back to the 
originating requestor. 
.3 Vendors/Vendor Selection 
The Centralized Purchasing group, with the 
assistance from ICS, will be responsible for 
selecting an appropriate vendor for office 
equipment. 
MMB * s Purchasing Group should be consulted if 
there is any doubt on make/model, prices, or 
vendor selection. MMB‘s approved vendors 
will allow Hongkong Bank to utilize discounts 
offered to Marine. 
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.4 Ecruipment Standards 
The Centralized Purchasing Group will be 
responsible for ensuring that all office 
equipment conforms with GHO standards and to 
replace requests for nonstandard office 
equipment with comparable models recommended 
by GHO. 
5•3 Annual Savings for Computer and Office Equipment 
It is not possible to quantify an exact dollar 
savings as many factors are involved other than 
cost, however it is estimated that an overall 
savings will be realized once control has been 
implemented. The initiation of contracts for PC 
hardware and software should result in an 
approximate annual savings of USD22,500 based on 
Jan-Jun 1989 expenses. 
We also anticipate the following benefits through 
centralized purchasing and vendor standardization: 
1) Experienced personnel will be in charge 
of selecting vendors and purchasing 
procedures. 
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2) Discounts on bulk purchases will be 
obtained when all purchasing for AMU, NYK 
and Retail Branches are ordered from a 
small group of selected vendors. 
3) Unnecessary or nonstandard items will be 
rejected or replaced with standard items. 
4) Work productivity will increase among 
- staff members as they will not be 
required to spend time on vendor 
selection. 
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6. OFFICE FURNITURE 
6•1 Findings 
.1 Present Ordering Procedures 
Furniture purchasing includes the procurement 
of work station furniture, carpeting, 
file/storage cabinets, casegoods 
(bookshelves), partition systems, disposal of 
surplus furniture, and furniture repair and 
refinishing. Any expenditures for new 
furniture costing over USD2,000, must receive 
GHO approval as per GIM 27.2.1. .We were 
advised that replacement f u m i t u r e need not 
be approved by GHO. However, this is not the 
case for expenditures exceeding USD2000. 
Branches order furniture directly from 
vendors, that may not be suitable. No 
purchase order numbers or written Purchase 
Order agreements issued. After delivery, the 
invoice is paid for by debiting their 
branch‘s furniture account and issuing 
cashier checks. AMU Accounts Payable is not 
involved in the payment process. For items 
over USD2,000, it is not clear if approval 
had been received. 
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NYK Administration handles the majority of 
purchase and replacements for furniture from 
departments in the World Trade Center and 140 
Broadway upon receipt of written requests. 
Administration ensures the appropriate 
officer's signature is on the memo. The 
guideline used is anything less than 
USD2,000 must be approved by the department 
manager/officer before processing. Any 
purchase of new furniture over USD2,000 needs 
a senior officer and GHO approval. 
Administration discusses requirements and the 
products that will meet a department‘s 
needs. Vendors are contacted for price 
quotes and a decision is rendered based on 
price, quality and service/delivery 
requirements. A NYK Administration Purchase 
Order is typed with the P.O. number, product 
specifications and prices, and then sent to 
the vendor. An invoice will be received by 
Administration, who will verify delivery by 
matching with the packing slip or visually 
identifying that the item was received. 
Invoices are initialed "OK to Pay" by the AVP 
Administration NYK. The invoices are then 
sent to AMU Accounts Payable for payment. 
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NYK Administration disposes of 
used/obsolete/damaged furniture. All 
depreciation for new and old furniture is 
performed by AMU Accounts Payable. Furniture 
purchased over USD200 is amortized and under 
USD200 expensed. 
Marine Midland Bank has been contracted by-
Hongkong Bank to perform all major 
renovations of facilities, buildings, and 
properties for the Hongkong Bank. The new 
furniture for AMU and APC was purchased by 
MMB staff based on MMB Corporate Design 
Standards for office furniture. MMB bills us 
back for purchases made for Hongkong Bank. 
Branches occasionally contacted MMB 
Properties Management department staff for 
small construction and/or facility projects 
either directly or through AMU Manager 
Services. 
• 2 Vendors 
The following is a list of vendors for office 
furniture used by the Hongkong Bank: 
Dancker Sellew & Douglas Fireking 
Halper Information 
System Essentials 
J.H. Harvey Furniture Lane Office 
Furniture 
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Appendix 12 is a Computer Listing of vendors 
utilized by MMB‘s Facilities Procurement area 
for furniture, maintenance and miscellaneous 
services. Hongkong Bank is using MMB‘s 
Corporate Design Standards for furniture and 
space standards. 
Based on a meeting with MMB‘s Facilities 
Procurement staff, Hongkong Bank can receive 
the same discount as MMB for all Steelcase 
and Herman Miller Furniture which meet the 
MMB Corporate Design Standards. For 
purchases of Steelcase Furniture under 
USD500,000, a forty-three percent discount 
off list price is guaranteed. 
MMB ‘ s primary distributor for furniture in 
New York City is Dancker Sellew & Douglas. 
Hongkong Bank‘s NYK Administration has 
utilized this same vendor for several years. 
On an average, Hongkong Bank has received a 
forty percent discount from this vendor. 
• 3 Annual Expense 
The estimated annual expense is USD651,000 
for furniture purchased for AMU, NYK and 
Retail Branches, based on the first half-year 
of 1989. This includes the purchase of new 
furniture for APC through MMB at a cost of 
USD168,000. 
It was noted that items were expensed 
inappropriately under furniture instead of 
equipment and stationery accounts. 
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6•2 Recommendations 
• 1 Centralization 
It is recommended that all furniture 
purchases for New York Offices and Branches 
be directed to the Centralized Purchasing 
Group. They will utilize MMB Corporate 
Design Standards where appropriate. 
It is also recommended that AMU Manager 
Services will receive all requests for 
facilities work to be performed at the 
Branches, the WTC or 140 Broadway for review, 
authorization and processing. 
.2 Procedures 
The Centralized Purchasing Group will utilize 
a purchasing requisition as previously 
mentioned in Section 4.2.2.1. 
They will advise GHO of new furniture over 
USD2,000 as well as replacement furniture 
after local approval is first received. The 
Group will return requests to the departments 
if authorization for expenditure does not 
follow the guidelines of authorization limits 
identified in Section 7.2.1. 
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Purchasing will then process the request by 
following the procedures for issuing purchase 
orders in Section 4.2.2.1. The requesting 
department is contacted for details needed to 
purchase the furniture if required. 
Items like refrigerators and microwaves 
previously ordered for several departments 
should not be supplied unless the appropriate 
officer has approved the request. As these 
items could possibly be breaking building 
code regulations requests should be 
processed through the Centralized Purchasing 
Group and passed to MMB staff to deterinine 
building regulations. 
• 3 Receipt and Delivery 
Receipt and delivery of furniture will follow 
the recommendations in Section 4.2.2.2. When 
furniture is received, the user should 
inspect it before signing the delivery 
documents and forwarding same to Purchasing. 
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.4 Payment 
Vendor payment will follow the same 
procedures for non-standard stationery items 
and forms as listed in Section 4.2.2.3. 
Centralized Purchasing will be responsible 
for reviewing and approving vendor invoices 
before sending them to AMU Accounts Payable. 
.5 Selection of Vendors 
We recommend utilization of Marine Midland 
Bank's vendors to receive major discounts. 
The Centralized Purchasing Group should 
continue to utilize Dancker Sellew for 
Steelcase Furniture. It is recommended that 
the MMB salesperson at Dancker Sellew also 
handles Hongkong Bank account. This sales 
representative has been advised by MMB to 
assist Hongkong Bank in maintaining the 
Corporate Design Standards. 
.6 Cost Savings 
By controlling the purchase of furniture 
through a Centralized Purchasing Group and by 
utilizing Marine Midland Bank's vendors and 
discounts, an estimated USDIO,000 per annum 
would have been saved based on the items 
purchased during the first half of 1989. 
This estimate excludes the furniture 
purchased by APC which was handled by MMB. 
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7 . APPROVAL AND AUTHORIZATION PROCESS 
7.1 Findings 
• 1 Expenditure/Authorization liimits 
The present policy for purchasing is 
unclear. This includes expenditure 
authorization lim—its and invoice approval 
and payment limits. 
Purchase Orders for stationery items were 
approved by AVP‘s for amounts ranging from 
USD2,000 to USD25,000. Purchasing, in some 
cases, was delegated to secretarial levels. 
New or replacement equipment over USD2,0〇0 
was not always advised to or approved by GHO 
(e.g. microfiche reader/printer purchased by 
VP Trade Finance, FAX machine ordered by VP 
Telecommunications and Operations). 
.2 Payment Procedures 
Vendor invoices for all computer equipment 
purchased through Technical Services are 
forwarded to them for invoice approval. 
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Invoices are approved (by supervisory level 
or above) by initialling it with "OK TO PAY" 
and sent to AMU Accounts Payable for payment. 
- Invoices relating to stationery and office 
equipment are forwarded to AVP Administration 
NYK directly for payment approval. After 
initialing the invoice with "OK TO PAY" 
(regardless of the amount), it is sent to 
Accounts Payable for payment. The NYK Retail 
Branches issue their own payments for 
stationery, office equipment and furniture 
thus bypassing AMU Accounts Payable. 
Stationery items unavailable through the NYK 
Stockroom, are purchased directly by the user 
and then submitted on Petty Cash or Travel 
and Expense forms for reimbursement. 
Approval authority for payment ranges from 
Staff Officer through EVP. 
Invoices related to computer stationery (PC 
paper, greenbar paper) have been approved by 
the Manager Computer Operations (regardless 
of the amount) by initialling "OK TO PAY" on 
the vendor invoice. AMU Accounts Payable 
receives the invoice and then makes payment. 
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7.2 Recommendations 
• 1 Proposed Expenditure/Authorization Limits 
In response to ICS enquiry for the present 
expenditure approval limits, EVP Corporate 
and Retail Branches issued the following list 
of limits for individual positions during the 
course of our study. ICS— concur with these 
limits. 
Position Limit 
Senior Executive VP USDl-00, 000 
EVP CORPORATE/RETAIL BRANCHES USD 50,000 
VP AND MANAGER SERVICES USD 10,000 
EVP FINANCIAL CONTROL USD 2,000 
EVP HUMAN RESOURCES USD 2,000 
SVP RETAIL BRANCHES USD 2,000 
SVP MARKETING/PRODUCT DEVEL. USD 2,000 
SVP TECHNICAL SERVICES USD 2,000 
VP HUB USD 2,000 
EVP/MANAGER NYK USD 2,000 
CORP BRANCH MANAGERS USD 2,000 
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Delegation of approval authority must be 
provided in writing to AMU Accounts Payable, 
the Centralized Purchasing Group and TSV. 
“ TSV and Purchasing are responsible to ensure 
that all Purchase Requisitions are approved 
in accordance with the above authorization 
- limits before purchase orders or commitments 
are made. 
Petty Cash and Travel and Expense forms 
should not be honored by the Bank regardless 
of approval authority for stationery^ forms, 
computer and office equipment. 
• 2 Proposed Invoice Approval Limits 
To ensure speedy processing of invoices, it 
is recommended that individual staff of 
Centralized Purchasing and TSV be authorized 
to approve payment of invoices on behalf of 
the users, provided that the purchase 
requisitions have already been approved by 
the authorized persons (and GHO as 
appropriate)• The following are the proposed 




SVP TSV USD50,000 
VP TSV 〇PERATI〇NS/TELEC〇M USDIO,000 
VP SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT USDIO,000 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
VP MANAGER SERVICES USDIO,000 
AVP CENTRALIZED PURCHASING USD 5,000 
STATIONERY AND FORMS 
VP MANAGER SERVICES USDIO,000 
AVP CENTRALIZED PURCHASING USD 5,000 
FURNITURE 
VP MANAGER SERVICES USDIO,000 
AVP CENTRALIZED PURCHASING USD 5,000 
Any invoices over the designated 
authorization limit will be countersigned by 
EVP Corporate and Retail Branches up to 
USDIOO,000 over which SEVP will countersign. 
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8. STAFFING FOR PURCHASING 
8.1 Present Staff Performm Purchasim Functions 
The organization structure of the staff in NYK 
Administration v^o are involved in the purchasing 
function is as follows: 
— AEMIN. 
TCI NYK FILPiG~ MAILROCM OEERAITONS 
SUPERVISOR G6 AEmNISTRATOR G6 







The Stationery Clerk in the NYK stockroom, is 
underutilized in this full time position. 
His current responsibilities are to: 
- Accept and verify items delivered to NYK 
stockroom 
- S t o c k items on shelves 
- C h e c k requisitions for office supplies 
一 Prepare orders for office supplies and bank 
forms 
一 Call user to pick up items from stockroom 
The NYK Filing Supervisor spends 
approximately 14 hours per month on 
stationery supplies and bank forms, selecting 
vendors, getting price quotes over the phone 
and assigning P.O. numbers. She also 
oversees the work of the Stationery Clerk as 
well as supervising the NYK Microfilm and 
File room as part of her regular duties. 
The Operations Administrator spends 
approximately 36 hours per month selecting 
vendors, purchasing office equipment and 
furniture as requested. It is the Operations 
Administrator‘s responsibility to keep track 
of purchase order numbers, select office 
equipment models, solicit vendor quotes, 
select vendors and issue P.O. orders. 
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The AVP Administration NYK supervises the NYK 
Filing Supervisor and the Operations 
Administrator. All P.O.'s and invoices 
relating to stationery, bank forms, office 
equipment and furniture are reviewed by him. 
He also approves these invoices and sends 
them to AMU Accounts Payable for payment. 
8 P r o p o s e d Staffing 
It is recommended that an AMU Centralized 
Purchasing Group be set up under AMU Manager 
Services to handle all purchasing for AMU, 
NYK and Retail Branches excluding the 
ordering of Computer Equipment which will 
continue to be handled by TSV. 
We recommend that this group initially 
consist of two staff members, tentatively a 
Supervisor and a Clerk (job grade subject to 
evaluation)• Their duties should be 
segregated as follows: 
Supervisor Purchasing 
一 Verify Purchase Requisition Approval 
-Identify vendor sources 
一 Evaluate Quotations/Bids 
一 Negotiate terms and conditions 
- S e l e c t Source/Vendor 
- Sign P.O. within USDl,000 
一 I^iaise with MMB purchasing staff 
一 Verify invoices for payment 
一 Supervise the work of Purchasing clerk 
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Purchasing Clerk 
一 Receive packing slips/acceptance reports 
from users 
- P r e p a r e purchase orders 
一 Maintain files of P.O. and invoices 
- K e e p P.O. log with assignments 
- M a t c h packing slips to invoices 
一 Request price quotes from vendors 
一 Track forms inventory levels for AMU 
The present Stationery Clerk should be 
redeployed with the elimination of stationery 
inventory. The work relating to purchasing 
being performed by the NYK Files Supervisor 
and the Operations Administrator should be 
transferred to the new Centralized Group. 
It is also recommended that an AVP position 
be created within AMU Services to supervise 
the Centralized Purchasing Group and take on 
other responsibilities within AMU Services. 
Under this situation, the organization and 
staff levels of NYK Administration will need 
to be evaluated. This exercise has not been 
included in this study due to the resources 
constraint. 
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9 • IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
START DATE ACTION m CCMPIETED BY 
Oct 89 Circulation of ICS Approval of the 
report report 
recommendations 
Nov 89 Prepare contract Mgr. Services Contracts 
agreements with VP Systems/ Signed 
specified vendors Development 
Nov 89 Review organization AVP Admin. Nov 89 -
and staffing of 
NYK Administration 
Nov 89 Collect copies of NYK Stationery Nov 89 
NYK warehoused 
forms/Branch forms 
Dec 89 Identify obsolete NYK Stationery Dec 89 
forms and arrange 
for destruction 
Dec 89 Prepare Purchase NYK Stationery Dec 89 
Kequisitions Forms 
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Dec 89 Issue circular to 工CS/SEVP Dec 89 








10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The replies to this report from Senior Management 
and the parties on the circulation list were 
overwhelmingly favourable. All recommendations 
were approved by Senior Executive Vice President, 
the Chief Executive of USA, for implementation 
according to the proposed schedule. In SEVP reply 
memorandum, he said "工 have read the study which 
contains clear and precise recommendations which 
will set us clearly on the path for a well 
controlled and disciplined central purchasing 
function. In particular,工 note the substantial 
savings that can be saved by proper implementation 
of these proposals". 
The estimated potential savings of USD354,000 per 
annum was not only considered achieveable but 
conservative. By proper implementation of the 
recommendations and extending them to the Branches 
outside New York State, Management anticipated 
that larger savings would be realised. 
The successful implementation would largely depend 
on the setting up of a professional Centralized 
Purchasing Group and the full cooperation from the 
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‘ users to adopt the new procedures. At � h e time of 
my departure from USA in early December 1989, VP 
Services was charged with the responsibility of 
implementation. He was in the process of 
recruiting an experienced professional who can 
handle the purchasing of a wide variety of 
products. Consideration was given to transferring 
an existing staff from MMB Corporate Purchasing 
Department. In addition, the existing Supervisor 
in NYK Administration would be assigned to the new 
Centralized Purchasing Group. 
To advise users of the new purchasing policy and 
procedures, Internal Consultating Services was 
drafting a circular to be signed by SEVP for 
distribution to all branches. ICS would answer 
any queries from users regarding the new policy 
and procedures. 
As a last remark, in view of the magnitude of 
changes, it was highly recommended that ICS 
conduct a review of the new system about six 
months after its implementation to identify any 
operational problems and recommend revisions as 
necessary. This was also agreed by Management. 
A p p e n d i x 10 
EXAMPLES OF STATIONERY PURCHASED BY 
PETTY CASH AND TRAVEL EXPENSES 
Petty Cash over USD20: 
June 1989 
Department Amount Description 
NYK Ops. 23.76 Electrical Socket Unit 
AMU Services 21.00 Desk Lamp 
AMU Services 24.00 Lotus Book 
CBA 67.44 Pencil Sharpner, Post-It Notes, 
Dictionary 
NYK 127.78 Kitchen Services/Supplies 
CBA 2 0.56 Desk Lamp 
APC 24.00 First Aid Supplies 
Travel Expenses: 
Date Department Amount Description 
21 APR 89 TSV 48.50 None Given 
24 MAY 89 Mortgages 54.45 Training Supplies 
& Condiments 
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WAREHOUSED DOCUMENTS & FORMS 
Vendor Description Inventory 
Jannus Group NY 1013/1013A 48,600 
NY 1020 117 Cases 
HB-7 _ 88 Cases 
HB-9 40 Cases 
Case Data P.O. Paper 79 Cases 
Products 
Craftsman Printing NY 1144 54 Cases 
Durable Supply Perf. Buff Tape 40 Cases 
2 Ply Cable Paper 5"Roll 26 Cases 
4 Ply Cable Paper 7"Roll 13 Cases 
Halpers Stationery 4Ply P.O. Paper 30 Cases 
W6 400 each 
W4 400 each 
Karr Graphics HB-16 10 Cases 
Lithocraft Inc. NY 1126 20 Cases 
HB-10 260 Cases 
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WAREHOUSED DOCUMENTS & FORMS 
Vendor Description Inventory 
Paper Phone HB-12 28 Cases 
工MP-16 2 Cases 
工MP-21 3 Cases 
NY 13 2 Cases 
NY 1031 34 Cases 
NY 1184 15 Cases 
NY 1215 4 Cases 
RAV Forms NY 1196 22 Cases 
Royce Paper Co. HB-1 12 Cs. 
HB-4 23 Cs. 
HB-5 7 Cs. 
HB-9 3 0 CS. 
HB-10 150 Cs. 
HB-14 18 Cs. 
HB-15 20 Cs. 
HB-16 51 Cs. 
NY 1232 22 Cs. 
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WAREHOUSED DOCUMENTS & FORMS 
Vendor Description Inventory 
Secure Business 
Forms NY 319 5 Cases 
NY 1027 5 Cs. 
NY 1028 9 Cs. 
NY 1055 19 Cs. 
NY 1064 8 Cs. 
NY 1108 43 Cs. 
NY 1109 77 Cs. 
NY 1120 10 Cs. 
NY 1121 10 Cs. 
NY 1126 6 Cs. 
NY 1185 5 Cs. 
NY 1198 5 Cs. 
NY 1218 5 Cs. 
NY 1231 10 Cs. 
2 Ply Swift 10 Cs. White 
4 Ply Swift 101 Cs. Blue 
4 Ply Swift 466 Cs. 
2 Ply Savings 4 Cs. 
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STANDARD STATIONERY LIST 
Ash Tray Plastic Binder Clips 2" 
Battery IXiracell for Beepers Gem Paper Clips, std 1 
Binder Ring Biiiders 1/2" Black Gem Paper Clips, Std #2 
Binder Ring Binders 1" Blk Correction Fluid White 
Binder Ring 1.5" Black Correction Fluid Yellow^ 
Binder Ring 2" Black Tape Correction Avery 1/6" 
Binder Data Burst & Unburst 8 1/2x11 Tape Correction Avery 2/6" 
Binder Tab Gray Burst 8 l/2x 14 7/8 Tape Correction Avery 5/6" 
Binder Data, Burst 11 x 8 1/2 Dark Birder ACCO Black 
Blue Binder ACOO Dark Blue 
Binder Tab, Unburst, 12 x 8 1/2, Dk Window Report Cover White 
Blue Window Report Cover Dark Blue 
Binder Tab, Unburst, 14 7/8 x 11, Red Window Report Cover Dark Red 
Nylon Binder Posts 6" Stackable Letter Tray Black 
Nylon Binder Posts 10" Calendar Pad Holder 
Stenographers Notebook Pitman Desk Pad ‘ 
Stenographers Notebook Gregg Eraser pink, Medium 
Bookends small black Expanding File A-Z 
Bookends large black Expanding File 1-31 
Index File Box Black 3x5x3" Manila File Folders Letter 
Irxiex File Box Black 4x6x4" Manila File Folders Legal 
Bankers Storage Box, Letter Hanging Folders Letter 
Bankers Storage Box, Legal Hanging Folders Legal 
Calendar Refill Pad Drawer F^air^ Letter 
Calendar Base Blk Drawer Fraines Legal 
Heinz Table Refill R i n ^ k Indexes 
Calendar Wall Ccanpl七 Index Cards 4 x 6" 
Calendar Wall Refill Copier Labels 
Binder Clips 3/4" Reinovable labels 4 x 2 " 
Binder Clips 1 1/4" Laitp Light 
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Pilot Razor Point Marker Green Stick Fine Pens Red 
Pilot Razor Point Marker Blue stick Medium Blue 
Pilot Razor Point Marker Red stick Medium Black 
Pilot Razor Point M^ker Black Security Counter Pen Set 
Wbnderwriter M^ker Blue Security Counter Refill 
Wonderwriter Marker Red Two-Hole Punch 
Wonderwriter Marker Black Desk Rack Vertical File 6 Pockets, 
Hefty Marker Black Black 
Hefty M^ker Red Reinforxreinents ^ t e 
Highli^ter Yellow Rubber Bands 1/4 Uds 2.5"— 
Hi邮i曲ter Pink Rubber Bands 1/4 lbs 3.5" 
Chairmat I j dw Pile Rubber Fingers Meduitn 
Sponge Cup Rubber Fingers Large 
Sponge Refill for Cup Rulers Plastic 
Fingertip Mbisteners Tacky Finger Scissors, Bankers Shears 8" 
Columnar Pads 4 Columns 11 x 8 1/2" Stairp Pads Black • 
Columnar Pads 6 Columns 11 x 8 1/2" Stairp Pads Red 
Colmnnar Pads 13 Colmms 11 x 16 3/4" Roll-On Stanp Pad Inker, Black 
Ruled Pads 14 x 8 1/4" Canary Narrow Roll-On Stairp Pad Inker, Red 
皿 e Staple Remover 
CartxDn Paper 11 x8 1/2" Black Stapler 
Typing Paper 20 # Letter Staples Swingline 
iBad Pencil #2 Pendaflex Tabs 2" 
I^ad Pencil #2.5 Pendaflex Tabs 3.5" 
iBad Pencil #3 Adding & Calculator Tape Rolls, 2.25 
Colored Pencil Red Single 
Electric Pencil Sharpner Adding & Calculator Tape Rolls, 2.25 
Stick Pens Black Two-Ply 
Stick Pens Red Magic Tape 1.5" 
Stick Fine Pens Black Tape Dispenser Black, 1.5" 
Stick Fine Pens Blue Waste Basket 
Appendix 10 
Typewriter Ribbons: 
Olivetti Lift Off Tape #7289816/80805 
Olivetti Ribbon #7842224 
Olivetti Rittoon #7293527 
Brother Multistrite #7021 
NEC Spinwriter #50-030 
NEC Maltistrike #50-067 
lEM Typewriter #1299508 
i m Typewriter #1299508 
lEM Lift Off Tape #1136433 






3M 3 1/2" DS/DD 
3M 3 1/2" SS/DD 
3M 3 1/2" DS/HD 
3M 5 1/4" SS/DD 
3M 5 1/4" DS/DD 
3M 5 1/4" DS/HD 
. /..p‘【〉'”"•！ . / I 
mr 
〜 ， 。 , p N c p i p c CI IPPI ipc PFOI I K I T I O K J • THIS iiQUJsnioN u ro« orrici surruis omit, inr foiM 
! N D I X U I ‘ u u r r L i c o \ I ^ I N Ma.-iOT»c NUMB【霣 Ma — looo TO O>D» FOUMS. inmHtAos. and mwupn 
Ptry. NA»< lo^rr. h o . [ T v u o ^ | “ "“ 
AUTxoMUco BJCMATUKC omscntD my oTri 
nix cx^AK ixrr OU*H UHTT ^ TO BC or oi5Cw»rTioN or nxM ,二 to M or DC»o»r-noH or rrtx owo-o omjc* 〜.owo. o«*ocM 
_l Roa U*chtn4 lapt. 2 vr M Rot f<Mm, T>U. r«MWtotu CW. Q 一 
_J ftol MOk^ U»<Unt T*p«. ： to Roi T»»t. O**. Mo. O 
_J MUn^ ktochint 7»p«. 1 \IT ^ E»d> FoMf fitnm, fw^liiVrt. Itox Stit. m 
_J Boi M<»nfi U»chkn T»9«. r ^ ___ 
5 Ro* tUchin* Ttpt. 7 VC, I F>f, WA>t>ow . : ~ • '• ZZZZZZIIZZZIZIIIZZZ! 
； <3 iM fK r«r. A-z 
_J L»di Biwdm. »1' J^tUT. VT C<|»d»y. Yttrj( BUct. Noi 3M-13WB M S« Quldt f Bi. n r. . 
_2 E*d> BW^gL ir « liyr. r c<p*dry. VWyl. BtxA a ‘ TM "oUii. FK tHNf a«. 
I Wnq. n-«ivr. r C*p»dty. VV>y<. BUci IT ~UH fK A-： — 
I EkH BWidtfi. Wng. ir « I vr. r C<t>«cty. V>»yl. BUc* — ' 
u SM ~Mtxm. fWn. T«h, fT^l^S. 11' » I VT 
10 S4« BoottTKh, Smal U Ui ln<)<m. Wn^  Boo< I T»bi. O—r. ir » H/T 
JJ S« Boot«n»h. [M^  ； O St Wng ftoo^ t T>t)t. Cote>»<t 11' » t l/T 
« Ut. Man, Wn; Rook, S Ttbt. Oir. If » It/T ^ 
J： ExA B«a. E S8-00 ~TT~ S« tndw*!. W09 Boot, S T»b<. CoiofH, ir»i l/T 
tJ "piicMw Bw. E 17-00 U ' ZM ~ Mn. Ring Root, A-Z. at, Iwt, Tttot. UH If»i VT 
J4 ExJi C<lendif fwa. E <sa n S«< tfK^r. fVng Boot, 1-31. 8*, Lm^  T»t>i. UI^Jl. If H t/r 
IS E>d> C»>»nd*ReW.E71； ~ 
7J C tndw C<nh. r i 5'. WNU. KUVny. 1 
Jf Boi ll/T'll 1/r. ~C Mn drrii, C » r. VftiiU, RuML 100/^9. | 
Jl bo* Carbon Ptp<r. H/T » 14 l/T. Btidt. Typgwrikf. KXyflot 7% C Indn Cirth. r 1 5*. Bfcu. Mtd. ； I 
； 77 c Mt c»nK r I r. wm. med. wm^ 
Jl Dot. ~oio<p. Blnc>w. Smrt. Ng 30.12/Bot 
Jl Doi. Owp. Bindm. Utd. No. 50.12/Boi 71 T^ -Cofj. Pm Z. ；« T»bi Pir PV9. 
JO Pot. damp. Bkidm, Liry. Ng IOC. 12/Bo« ； n Ptg. Kfr-^Typt. Pirt t. 33 T«1m fV Pt^  ； 
• ？t Ben Oipt. P»ptf. Gity No. 1. ICTVBot K ‘ Boi T«feth. FB» fcMm, Srt AdheOw. FT-J. Wbrtt, ；WBoi — 
Ji Bo重 Otp^  f>»ptf. Olthj，OVBot i1 Bm "u^ H. Fit f^ .^ Sd( Mtetht, fT-j. Dk. R»<1. TWBot 
a Bo« Ub«b. nw Fotdf. SHI A<Jfmtr9. fF-i. Orm. ？U/Boi •、 
a Boi Cow. Report. 3S5<. Dt. Blu«. ？VBoi U Boi “ nw Fo>(». S<n Adhqirt. FT-1 LI BK>e. ？WBci ； .‘ Boi Cortr. Oif rroot. 3S40. OIL Bhw. ZVBoi • • M Bo« ' Hk Foidtf. S*» Atfrniv*. FFA ?«Vaof 
？5 Etdi Com. Report. WWIe Mt U Wk. IwpfK With Wlo<low 85 Boi L»b«<t. R* Fotdw. S«fl fT-X T«<Vyw. ‘ 
‘ n EKh Cow, ffgport. WNH wWiMtMloc. Iinpflwt. No YMom 86 Boi UbeH. f»> Foltftf. S«« A<g»w>r». fF-3. ；O/Bw 
Jl E»d> Com. Report. wift NBA toipfW. Wifti WVxtow 8； Boi Lib^H, F»> ftkitx, Stt Mtmht, ff-X IX. Bkx. 
;7A Ek<» CoTtf. n«po>V. Oirj wttfi UMC kiyilot. With WVvfew 一 “ 
；78 Each Covw. Btpwl w^ V^ C lopfK No Window M B<w UbH Hotdw tor r Bindf. 12/B<m • 
B9 BOT T»t)«< HoMtf tor 1 VT ftndw. 12/Boi 
7t • E»ch DUry. Ho. 387.7 l/T«S', D»ay Rtmirytef 90 ~ Boi _ Libt> Ho<<>t ter r Biodw. 12/Bm ~ 
n Exh Dbfy. No. 389, 8 </r » 5 V*', Dt<>y “ 一 
30 E*ch Dic1wc««V. Dttk Top ，, Ejch "l^ Qpftw 
. 31 Pl^. "Iwttepw. W>l>«. r» ir. 0«3p. WUfl.09. Mn^. OoctHo.n n “ Itdx "corrtdten nuid 
... a 內》 EmttepCT. White. KT»IT. 0«p. maio^. Stoc*No.34 83 “ Etdt" Cootdton 
n PUg. Enwtepg. WhiX. ir ’ 15 l/T. P«p. Uattng. StVPVg. S»od»No.3S "IjA "1157" JuXterCoyto ~ 
34 Bot Emttepq. XnW. 7 t/T«tO l/T. Qiop. lUfflftg. lOO/Sw Stec>No.T5K ~HH • 丨 
35 Ewrttopei, PoBgr. T« 11 l/T. 0«p, PWn. StVPlig. Stoct No. 3T - ‘ 
X- ng. Emttepei. InlwolOci. KT i ir. WN<t. SOTIig. S»octNo.M X ~ ‘ Udi" HMJw. 
37 - PV^  Emytepw, tntwoTOq. 4 t/T * K UT. WtrfX.Stmg. Stoct No. 39 »S ~ Uch~ Mtfttg W-UNr. BKw — 
~ X EKti "mMbo. HHJOf. PWt 
a ~ Dm•一 Emm. Pint Petri. 7W1.12/B<» 一 V ~ Dw. “ Utflttg Bmmi Tip, BUck. 12/dct 一 
39 Dol~ Etnm. S\kK W/Brwh. 70996. 12/Boi W ~ Dot. “ Matwi. Tip.R«l. t2/B<a 一 
一 W “ 00L~ Mftm. Flnt Unt. n«k. 8><ct. l^Soi . . •. •‘ 
40 ~ Bct Fwtenm. Bmi. Roond He»d. Ho. I MXVBot — 100 ~ Dot. lAatitn. Fkn lint, mif. 12/Bw • — 
Bot fwttntg Bmi. Round H<td. No. 4. laVBCT 
<3 ~ BOT 一 Fwlewm. ftm. flowd Hwd. No. 7.10(VBo« ~~ >01 ~ E»d> “ MoWwwr, Ng IS 
<3 BOI ~Fmwr«. Aceo. No. 72f, 50/Bo» ‘ • . 
• 一 一 10? ~ tJcti Nu»t<»tln9 Machkw tf*, Btidi — 
M 一 EkJi rae Bot. r«y, lor r»S* C«<h 103 "T»ch Numbwln^  M<chln> lot. Art 
<s ltd* r»< Bo«, r»r, lor 4-»r ctt<h ZIZI 
- KX Ejd> ~P^Accou<i<io^ir «tt/r.'4S-60g.;av«N 
H EJcft rn, lxp»n<nni} lent. 1-3» 105 Ltd> Actouo»o» C<><ur«A 10 VT« tr. 4S-IS?. 7 gMN 
47 E«J| rik. Eipwyjioy. Ltflar. A-Z IPS “ EJdi Pitfy Accowtiw^. CtAm, \rttvr. «5-na K CLUH 
« EkJi nw. £xptn<i>ntt. Ityl. 1-3t »0； Ejch Pxh. A<xowo><n9. CoMwy ir » ir. <S-H«. M gUN 
«t 一 ExJt FH Ejpjoding. Ltyaj A Z |08 ExJi Pi<l». Accgunttn^. Column. » l/T « tr. 4S-1?1. ？1 gUN 
50 ~ BOI FK Poet札 M«naj. Ng. 3043. SCVBCM tW E»ch PxH. AccounOny. Sp»ci>t. YVMt, > CoMnn No. 7008 
51 “ BOI ~7o<<)y». K11H. FWrUorcwl. T»b. RJISOX. 10-3, 3rtl Ptn, ICTVBoi 110 L*d> P»<h. KccouMk,^  SptM WM«, It Co*umn SN^  No. <310 
M 一 to rotdwt, Krin n»in<wc<d T»b. R3I50K. i;j-l. 1U Pw, KXVBoi lU Pxh. ACTOwoan^. SptcK mVM. M CeAimn Sh»f<. No. <；!< 
&3 Bo， fpidm. K/»ft. S>»t<9M C«»(. LrtUt S«ft. lOCyBot ； ； 
54 ~ Boi FoMm. Krift. Slrtt^N Ity* SUt, KXVBo* m Dot. ftdt, Wriftn^. WMt. UOw. RuM. I l/T » If. TXTIf 
55 Bo« fot.j««..Ptnd»nCT. 41S3-1/5. Lrtlw. Htnynf. 113 “ Doi. Pxh. Wrtin^  Cmfy. lnnf. I UT » 1T. 
M ~ Bot rotdw. Hunyo^  ？VBcti m Dot. Pxh. WrtOo^  C^itrf, IkjiI. RuML ； 
. Jl Pot ftMtf. PtodJtWr. r Expfnlon. ltn«. Huvjinq. ；VBo黧 J 
‘ sa ~ Bo« Fotdw. Pwdingi, r bpimteo. Hanolog, ？VBoi | ； 
NOTI： Unit •! Imw« mv«l 07," wIlK Unit at Ofd.r. UNJT OF ISSUE: C - 100 M • 1000 IM - 500 j mn 
v.'.V： . •• ••••. • • . • • ： '••；. Vr^'tiA ••:、••• •、• •• .•-••• • .々.• - . .、 ••:.:、•， • • • • 
•、； t. • . • . , ' .: ，• •、• -.v.' , ...» . ••‘ ••，. • • . ， 〜 \ • • • k • ' . . ‘ • 
"v.: • • • •.广Of，"’、,, • '--vVvvV-XJ ••••... •• . ：.• 
m M or Dc^cmr-noM or no4 to m: or d«o<-"tiom o^  n… 
对 onm omxM o^ tx owpcj< 一 
m ~ ir » tCo«omr>. D«. f>rya. Wo II. l?/Boi fPoi | 
lU — II•買Co<un»v IW OoL Mo. 12. iZ/Sot fOot) 11； P\|. fK**. Ujn'W'l. » VT » ir, B>u« ； ； j 
in 一 曹. f^. Ctntrf, Second Sfmi. I vr * If. XXm；. . Iti Mm, (Wootf). ir ； 
in 一 Qntow siiM, whitt, I ur I ir. 11>. Smoo>v iavFif. «« >w*»a f^wry | 
i:o n^. ftpo.ootonat^wNu^i i/r» ； 
“ lU Exft "15uoa.r — 
l?t Pox. PwA. Writtng. byr^ x^j No. I Umth I Uclxv^  V«OfT»o»»>H 
17? Pol r<nd»t. WtWo^ Mg 2 IM Bo* hv^Kion. m, W »t l/T. Wbot 
Dot. ？mcH. WT»lnq. Ha. 3 Bot ；PtT»«»doa Pocitj Htrry WryUP » "/T. Ha "tt•； 
l?« Dot. NndK. Cotefxl. . j 
IS Poc "PwKli, Cotond. BM ，扣 »^td. foaiK Ha I. BUct 
\3t Dnt. f'tndK. Cotorwl Omw }}} E^ ^ ff^m. Ha 1. W 
“ — m ~L»di fad. No. t. ttfO 
177 一 Pol Ptm. Bj< PoW. BIui, li«dk«r>. 12/tk« in Udi Stany r»d. fotm. No. t 
1?l ~ Dot. Pim. Ml PoK KkJl, 1?/Bot 
m Dot. PdK Bed. m<*urm 1Z/Bot SUwy Pid. k< Roi Bt«cA 
1?9A ~ ~Pt»<-<T Hot*. > V；翼 112/Pt冬 一 m E«C» P>d. K ftol 
l?9e “ Port-IT NoU, 3«3.12/PI19. 
\79C 一 Ptj. Port-n No4t. 3»&. I2/P%9. St»c)«w. Na 711. W/W twprirH 
<30 “ EjO PwA. 2 Hoto ]£ Bet S^apki. • 
tJOA “ E*ch - "p^ JHok ， Bo« Stapto. Heygr g. ^ ^ 一 Bo» fW^otefcwneoH, S«<( AOmiyt. 0-10(VTOyBo« E>d> SUpk Ruxyrw 
，3? Each lubtww. Bfl-I, Mdtf ^ IM Dot. SUno. Of»9» ftu*wl (Oca.) 
U3 E>d» Wbbom, Mdm 111 Dot. Stowa. Pteww. Rultd. 12/PV?, fPta.) 
W Ejdi Wbbom. BR-?e. AMm 
US CJd> ~ntbom, Typtwr^w Roi Tipt. Cotwctoy 1 Urn. W 
t3» ‘ EJd) HMxxtt. &-Q. Tn>»i»HNf Bol Tipi Cofwdtew. ？ Lint.2/r.?l 
Ejd> Kbbon, TffwiiXf W Rol T«pt. fmaptnri. Scotch, 3/r 17S32 (Lvy 
131 iKh fWxxtt, 8-t3, CCTTyoMC 一 一 Bol Tipt. ti»qle l>Uo<fc»» yr« t?96 . 
EJch Rifcbocn, Bfl-52, Mdm IK Rofl Tipt. U^ c Utaifn^. yr i gg (Lyyt fo«) 
. 1<0 “ EkJi Reborn. B-Sl, TTpwiKf. NOTE； >17 Rol T«p«, Tf«Hp»f«n< w«> OhptnMr. VT 11100 
‘ 141 ~ E*d> Nbbcm. Bn-iX lyprm^  ； ^ ； 
] \n “ Ejc» Ribbom. B^ . Trrxwrtltr REFER T0~ IkH “ Tape. Kyxwy. 05. yr T»p«. 
to Each Rtt>bo<tt. BR钱 Ijprmnm TAG ON .. ： 
CdT RibbCTa.B^ .Trp>wr<tw y SIDE OF SPEQAL ENVELOPES A FOLDERS 
><5 Eicti f\<bbom, BR-<MTpwTgw j MACHINT Box " Dw. MyWU. B/S. nx. t Vr« >13/r. S(ySo« 一 
1Kb mbom. B-n, TTT*wrtter FOR ~ J ^ Bet Em. lUnfa. B/S. r Cap. l U r 111 y r . » -Bo i — 
147 Ejdt B»tCTaB~7ITttHTP« PROPER一 "liT 一 Bo« Em. U»nfa. FK t Vr» 11 Vr. lOCVSo* 
m “ Exh M>boni, B-7< Jnmnttm RIBBON一 l« Boi Onr MXr. TO 7tiO Dp. ？fR fnl Pw. >-3. ！VBcm “ 
Eicft Ribtioo»,Bn-;iLM)«f NUMBER~ Ip" 一 Boi Qr»y ttflf. PD 7410 Vl-t^ Up, gfO. ？tsl Pw, S/Bw 
ISO ~ Etch ~FUi>t)om, BR-WC, A<ld<f (EPq ~ tX Bo« KraW WOif. flaW, RKirsq VM. ；TTI. f Pol 14. IpyBoi 
ExJi Ribbom. BR-W, Mdm (ETC) ； JK Bw PC/»fl Ittttr. ftHnC. WCing 1/3-3, Tffl ftH Pot, 1-0. KXVBoi 
153 Ejch Miboos, B-<1, Typ>wttt»f Bo« Mmfli >tO»f, BrM lO-l. ；fTI, FtO Pot, 1-3. laVBo* 
154 Ejd> Wbtoftt, B-«Hr. Trpgwrtif 197 Bw U>ftta Mnl, UTS! ffFI. fut Poi, 1-31 KXVto 
m Uek Kbbonx KL UH-ofl, Trp»wr««f 一 " 一 Bo» "l^ fWW, R3?50K. fffl. f «> Pot, 1-3. UXyto 
IM ‘ Ejdi Rftbom. B^ CwiyoMf iii to Krift KgSOK. t/JA gTl. FmI Pot, iqyB<» 
iy EkJi noboftt^  B•”S< w«yd Procant^^ PrinHf, Qwm Rfttxxi J 一 iOO to Onm teyal. 430 t/3-t. i Prong, fm Pet, 1-3. S ^ 
“ ^ - • »， Bo« Ofwn 00 7 hrsnj. Fat ^  3< Znot 
一 C Modtx drh, (34, WWt, 2 vr«r. lO(yFli» . ‘ • SPEQAIOCXOR INDEXES. 11* 里 8 1/2-NoPvmthing • 
• IS， “ C Rotodw C<nh. C3S. WhWe. r » r. lOtmg. . . TO P^Q. nil3-S-U Qow. ICXmg. : . 
.. ZZZIZZIZ . ^^ H m 内PT?U-5-2. But, wmg. ；• ISO • Lb. Rubbw Barxh. Ilfc. Boi, Na tl "toT ^ ^^ PVg. PT3t3-f4. IVhitt. KXVPI^  ； ； 
1»1 lb. Rubbw B<n<h. IlK 6<», Ng a ； liST HiM-i-i, Owy. 10<m» 
‘ “ "？oT P1i» FT;1>5-5. S«>n>(A i(xmp. 
‘ 163 “ Ejch Cwxwt. < Ol. Can • loT P>g. bw. M»*ig w/IWurn A^Mrw. r«ir. d<»p Um^ 
~ 一；0> Ply. E/w. iWBwg WRf<qni AMmt. W»ir. dup SQTX，. 
~ ；01 Em. UiiBftq w/Rt<wTi AMim, ir ‘ 15 l/T. cSnp 50^ 9 
‘ NON-LISTED OR OPEN STOCK ITEMS 
OUAN. TO UMIT OP REQUISITIONER i ru置Ni«M niu dkcbiption 
»EO«DE啦 o萬咖 DO NOT WRITE IN THIS AREA * ！ niASE FURNISH FUU DDa».rTioN 
_ • I • * 
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STATIONERY VENDOR OCMPARISON 
NEW JERSEY OFFICE SUPPLY SUMMTTT OFFICE SUPPLY ISE 
Prices 34% lower than Prices 8% higher than Prices 14% higher 
previous pricing by New Jersey Office than New Jersey 
conparison. Supply. Office Si:^ly. 
Whippany, New Jersey Manhattan Warehouse Bronx Warehouse 
location- location location 
24-48 hour turnaround 24-48 hour turnaround 24-48 hr. turn-
upon receipt of check- upon receipt of check- around upon recpt 
list. list. of checklist. 
Custom billing and usage Custom billing and usage Custom billing 
reports. reports. and usage 
reports. 
local vendor network for Ship nationally to other Member of natl 
our out-of-state branches. corporate branches. assoc. that can 
supply corp. 
branches. 
Can supply Panasonic Not a supplier of Supplier of 
ribbons for our type- Panasonic ribbons. Panasonic ribbons 
writers. 
Appendix 10 
STATIONERY VENDOR OCMPARISON 
NEW JERSEY OFFICE SUPPLY SUMMTTT OFFICE SUPPLY ISE 
account discounts Major account discounts Discounts on some 
on all items. on all items. iteins. 
Elimination of stock- Elimination of stock- Elimination of 
keeping for office keeping for office stockkeeping for 
siJPPlies. supplies. office supplies. 
i^^pendix 7 
PROPOSED REQUISITION FORM FOR NON-STANDARD STATIONERY 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
1) TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY 3) FORWARD TO CENTRAUZED 
2) RETAIN A OOFY FOR FOLLCW UP PURCHASING GROUP 
DEKCVER TO： 
NM4E DEFT/BRANCH 
ADDRESS TELEPHONE NO 
CITY/STATE 
ZIP CODE 
DATE PREPARED DATE REQUIEED RC CODE 
— 
DESCRIPTION OF |UNIT MEASURE/ | RE0CM4ENDED | APER0XI>1ATE 
I QUANTITY | VENDOR NAME | COST 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 _ 一 一 一 — • 一 一 一 _ 一 _ 一 一 一 • 一 一 • 一 一 • 一 一 一 一 一 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS： 丨 




— 1 DATE 




A P P E N D I X 8 -
PRESENT PURCHASE ORDER FORM 
The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 
Incorporated in Hong Konf with limited liability 





匕 J o L 
“ ^ DATE r e c e i v e d ~ r DErARTMENT RECEIVED BY 
QUANTmr ‘— 
" ORDERED I KECE丨VEd""" y>LEAS£ SUffLT [TEMf LISTED lELOW UNIT fRICE 
r J 
s 2 
e 3 ' 
^ _4 . 
-_5 
.._6 
1 7 •， •« ^  . 
'I 二yiONS & CONDITIONS: Our ordf number mutt •pp««f on .11 p«ek.DM 
！ ； _ 狀 chTv for tr.n^ rwton both w.y lor Tt>« 
1 t 阳 r»«»on_: 1. R*j»ct*d on •ccmjnt of infarksr qual^  or workmwtshiD „ 。r urxJfrun^  In “c— of B% on ordf, ovf 10 M 二 lOX^oSSTlii ^ V _ -
— . . . 
•1 ‘ • 
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Appendix 10 
COST OCMPARISON FOR OCMHJTER PAPER 
VENDOR I UAROO* | Secure | Jannus* | New Jersey Office Sii^ply | 
1 Ply P a p e r j ^ i i H l j I s T s j HTs | 
2 Ply P a p e r | 22.5 j | | 3oT^ | 
3 Ply P a p e r | 35.4 j S s T s j 4 1 . 6 j 4772 | 
4 Ply P a p e r | 44.5 i 5 0 . 8 j 6 1 . 1 j 6474 | 
- Cost carrparison is in dollars for each thousand (M) sheets of Greenbar 
Coiputer Paper including tax and delivery. 
Previous coirputer paper vendor was Jannus. 
* Included approximate tax & delivery charges for carrplete cartparison. 
A p p e n d i x 10 
STATIONERY COSTS 
FOR BRANCHES OUTSIDE NEW YORK 
Annual Expense Number of Dollars Per 
Branch Estimated Staff Staff/Year 
Chicago 31,325 32 980 
Seattle 11,475 21 550 
San Francisco 67,075 52 1290 
Los Angeles 69,075 50 1380 
Portland 37,300 28 1335 
Houston 19,OOP 13 1465 
TOTAL 235,250 Average 1165 
A p p e n d i x 10 
COST COMPARISON FOR PC SOFTWARE VENDORS 
- -PREVIOUS VENDOR PROPOSED VENDOR 
SOURCE ONE CORPORATE SOFTWARE 
PRICE PRICE DIFFERENCE 
LOTUS 123 339.00 299.00 40.00 
MULTIMATE 339.00 289.00 50.00 
D-BASE 工工工 512.00 409.00 103.00 
If Corporate Software had been contracted by Hongkong Bank 
there would have been a 16% savings for the period of 
January 一 June 1989. 
A p p e n d i x 10 
COSTS COMPARISON FOR PC HARDWARE VENDORS 
PREVIOUS VENDOR PROPOSED VENDOR 
SOURCE ONE COMPUTER FACTORY 
PRICE PRICE DIFFERENCE 
IBM PS2 2,921.00 2553.00 368.00 
30-286/21 
W 512K RAM 
COLOR MONITOR 
8513 W/D.O.S. 




HP LASER 1950.00 1832.00 118.00 
JET 
If Computer Factory had been contracted by Hongkong Bank 
there would have been a 10% savings for the period of 
January - June 1989. 
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